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1. Introduction

This paper addresses the following comments from the SC 32/WG 04 Interim meeting held in Germany, November 2007.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEQ #</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Reflection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1     | Required more clear and additional definitions and descriptions           | Reflected.  
       | (e.g., aims, reasons, and effects of this standardization activity) | See 2.1             |
| 2     | Required User-defined types and procedures                                | Reflected.  
       |                                                                 | See 2.2             |
| 3     | View-based approach, i.e., results of queries should be obtained          | Discussion required | See 2.3             |
|       | through access to Views)                                                  |                     |
| 4     | Do not use the term “extension”, i.e., extension of SQL                   | Reflected.           |

2. Discussion

2.1 SEQ#1: Clear and additional definitions and descriptions

To clearly show the standardization need of our proposed item, the following definitions and description are modified and added:

2. Motivation and Background
3. Purpose and Justification
    3.1. The specific aims and reasons for the standardization activity
    3.2. The main interests that might benefit from or be affected by the activity
    3.3. Feasibility of the activity
    3.4. Timeliness of the standard to be produced
    3.5. Urgency of the activity
    3.6. The benefits to be gained by the implementation of the proposal
    3.7. Subject of regulation or harmonization of the existing regulations
4. Scope
5. Terms and Definitions
6. Concepts

2.2 SEQ#2: Required User-defined types and procedures

This revision defines a part of user-defined types and procedures.

- See “Chapter 7. Procedures” and “Chapter 8. User-Defined Types” of the 2nd revision.
An example of the user-defined types in this revision is as follows:

**8.1.3 Submission (of Administered item) Type**

**Purpose**
Definition of the User Defined Type “Submission” is as shown below.

**Definition**
CREATE TYPE DE_Submission
As ( 
    Organization_name VARCHAR2(30),
    Organization_mail_address VARCHAR2(30),
    Submission_contact_name VARCHAR2(30),
    Submission_contact_information VARCHAR2(240),
    Submission_contact_title VARCHAR2(50),
); 

2.3 SEQ#3: View-based approach, i.e., results of queries should be obtained through access to Views)

View-based approach has a limitation. In other words, we cannot support operations to insert, update, and delete of metadata because these operations to views cannot be implemented.

End of Paper.
1. Title

SQL/MM Metadata Registry (MDR)

2. Motivation and Background

Various metadata registries have been built for many fields such as health care, medical information, bibliography information, and so on. However, these metadata registries depend on their own specific application domain. ISO/IEC 11179 specifies metamodels to manage metadata registries, but it does not provide a standard access method for handling metadata registries. Therefore, the conventional metadata registry management systems have been developed to resolve the issues with different access methods. However, the approach using the different and inconsistent access methods causes several problems as follows:

- Inconsistent access methods
- Heterogeneity of access methods between metadata registry management systems
- Difficulty of realizing an integrated metadata registry system
- Incompatibility of defined metadata elements
- Need to harmonize various metadata registries
3. Purpose and Justification

3.1 The specific aims and reasons for the standardization activity
Registries have been used for systematic management of metadata describing data. A variety of registry frameworks has been developed for applications fields, and many registries have been building for management of metadata. For valid and exact registry building, exchanging, and sharing, the following problems should be resolved: (1) No consistent access method; (2) Invalid registries; (3) Difficulty of registry management system development. This NWIP therefore aims to provide a consistent access method for building of valid registries.

3.2 The main interests that might benefit from or be affected by the activity

3.2.1 Industry
Since many registries have been developing in many applications fields related with bibliographic information, environmental data, transportation knowledge including e-Business field, most industrial sectors will benefit from this standard. The application area where the management of registries is critical, will also be a beneficiary of this NWIP.

3.2.2 Consumers
The consumers of this activity will include from ordinary users of registry services to all companies and government agencies.

3.2.3 Governments
The governments, who are in general the major producers and consumers of metadata, are trying to integrate relevant data and provide high-quality services. This standard will be used as a method to address their goal.

3.3 Feasibility of the activity
Even though many registries and management systems have been developed for systematic management of metadata, none consistent and standardized access method has been provided to retrieve and update metadata in registries. There is also no policy to guarantee building of valid registries, and the development of registry management systems involves high cost. To resolve these issues and facilitate usability of the standard, a standardized and consistent access method should be developed.

3.4 Timeliness of the standard to be produced
Since many registries have been built and also now new registries have been constructing, the standardization project of this proposal is very timely.

3.5 Urgency of the activity
Valid building of metadata registries is the most important issue. Also a method to transparently access heterogeneous MDRs is one of the key issues. Since the proposed approach is a proved solution for the aforementioned issues, the standardization effort is required urgently.
3.6. The benefits to be gained by the implementation of the proposed standard
We expect many benefits from the implementation of this standard and a summary of major benefits is as follows: First, the proposed standard will guarantee creation of valid registries and allows easy registry building. Second, it will support a consistent and standardized access protocol to registries regardless of their physical store structure. Third, it will facilitate development of high-quality systems, applications, and services.

3.7 Subject of regulation or harmonization of the existing regulations
Not Available.

4. Scope
The scope of the proposal covers a consistent access method for management of registries in various application fields. This proposal is also proposed to support easier building and using of registries. The method will enables valid and precise building and management of registries, and facilitates usage of ISO/IEC 11179.

This proposal includes formal specifications for the management of registries, and SQL is adopted for the formal specifications in the same way with SQL/MM Spatial, SQL/MM Data Mining, SQL/MM Still Image, and so on.

The proposal covers the definition of operational architectures and processes for the consistent access that should be supported for transparency regardless of registries with different database structures.

This proposal covers specifications for retrieval, update, delete, insert of metadata including creation of schema structures for registries. The proposal covers Metadata Retrieval Language (MRL), Metadata Manipulation Language (MML), Metadata Definition Language (MDL), and Metadata Control Language (MCL) for metadata registries.

5. Terms and Definitions

5.1 Definitions
5.1.1 Metadata registry, registry
5.1.2 Data element
5.1.3 Metadata
5.1.4 Group element
5.1.5 Metadata retrieval language, MRL
5.1.6 Metadata manipulation language, MML
5.1.7 Metadata definition language, MDL
5.1.8 Metadata control language, MCL

5.2 Notations
6. Concepts

6.1 Overview

The goal of the proposal is to define and provide query languages for consistent access to metadata registries. To address the goal, SQL is adopted for the formal specifications. Fig. 1 illustrates the overall framework for our proposal. It consists of user-defined types, procedures, methods, operators, and tables.

6.1.1 User-defined types
6.1.2 Procedures
6.1.3 Methods
6.1.4 Operators
6.1.5 Tables

Fig. 1. Overall framework

6.2 Types of SQL/MM MDR Operators

SQL/MM MDR consists of four types: Metadata Retrieval Language (MRL), Metadata Manipulation Language (MML), Metadata Definition Language (MDL), and Metadata Control Language (MCL).

6.2.1 Metadata Retrieval Language (MRL)
To retrieve metadata from metadata registries

6.2.2 Metadata Manipulation Language (MML)
To insert, delete, and update metadata in metadata registries

6.2.3 Metadata Definition Language (MDL)
To define a persistent model for a metadata registry

6.2.4 Metadata Control Language (MCL)
To control access to metadata registries

7. Procedure

The procedures in this section provide for Data Element to search rows and Group Element to store rows.

7.1 Data Element Search Procedure

7.1.1 DE_Name

Purpose:
An operator returning all of elements in data element when value of name element in data element is same as String s

Definition:
BEGIN
DECLARE SET_QUANTIFIER : distinct | all
DECLARE SELECT_LIST : ASTERISK | user_defined_column_name(COMMA user_defined_column_name)?
DECLARE TABLE_CLAUSE : table_name | table_name (COMMA table_name)? (where_clause)? (group_by_clause)?
DECLARE DE_NAME : "DE_Name"
DECLARE KEYWORD_FORM: LEFT_PAREN QUOTE ('a'..'z'|'A'..'Z')* QUOTE RIGHT_PAREN
SET SQL_STMT ="select" (SET_QUANTIFIER)? SELECT_LIST "from" TABLE_CLAUSE "where" DE_NAME KEYWORD_FORM
END

Usage:
DE_Name(String s)

Definitional Rules:
If error occurred in one of sub-procedures called in the DE_Name operator, rollback of all operation should be executed.

**Description:**
The DE_Name takes the following input parameters:
String value s of name element in data element

**SQL/MM MDR Example: Data_Element Table**
```
SELECT DET.DE_Administration_record.Administered_item_identifier
FROM Data_Element DET
WHERE DE_Name("Keyword")
```

**Answer:**
```
DET.DE_Administration_record.Administered_item_identifier
```

### 7.1.2 DE_Administrative_note

**Definition:**
```
BEGIN
DECLARE SET_QUANTIFIER : distinct | all
DECLARE SELECT_LIST : ASTERISK | user_defined_column_name(COMMA
user_defined_column_name)?
DECLARE TABLE_CLAUSE : table_name | table_name (COMMA table_name)?
(where_clause)?
(group_by_clause)?
(having_clause)?
DECLARE DE_ADMINISTRATIVE_NOTE : "DE_Administrative_note"
DECLARE KEYWORD_FORM: LEFT_PAREN QUOTE ('a'..'z'|'A'..'Z')* QUOTE
RIGHT_PAREN
SET SQL_STMT ="select" (SET_QUANTIFIER)? SELECT_LIST "from" TABLE_CLAUSE
"where".DE_Administrative_note KEYWORD_FORM
END
```

**Usage :**
DE_Administrative_note(String s)

**Purpose:**
An operator returning all of elements in data element when value of name element in data element is same as String s

**Definitional Rules:**
If error occurred in one of sub-procedures called in the DE_Administrative_note operator, rollback of all operation should be executed.

**Description:**
The DE_Administrative_note takes the following input parameters:
String value s of name element in data element

**SQL/MM MDR Example: Group_Element Table**
```
SELECT DET.DE_Administration_Record.Administered_item_identifier,
      DET.DE_Stewardship.Organiztion_name
```

6
8. User-Defined Types

8.1 User-Defined Types of Data Element

8.1.1 Administration_record Type

Purpose
Definition of the User Defined Type “Administration_record” is as shown below.

Definition
CREATE TYPE DE_Administration_record
   As (
      Administered_item_identifier NUMBER,
      Item_registration_authority_identifier NUMBER,
      International_code_designator VARYING(2000),
      Organization_identifier NUMBER,
      Organization_part_identifier NUMBER,
      OPI_source VARYING(2000),
      DATA_identifier NUMBER,
      Version VARYING(10),
      Registration_status VARYING(240),
      Administrative_status VARYING(240),
      Creation_date DATE,
      Effective_date DATE,
      Last_change_date DATE,
      Until_date DATE,
      Administrative_note VARYING(2000),
      Change_description VARYING(2000),
      Explanatory_comment VARYING(2000),
      Origin VARYING(10),
      Unresolved_issue VARYING(240),
   );

8.1.2 Registration_authority Type

Purpose
Definition of the User Defined Type “Registration_authority” is as shown below.

Definition
CREATE TYPE DE_Registration_authority
   As (  
      Registration_authority_identifier NUMBER,
      International_code_designator VARYING(2000),
      Organization_identifier NUMBER,
      Organization_part_identifier NUMBER,
      Organization_part_identifier_source VARYING(2000),
      Organization_name VARYING(30),
      Organization_mail_address VARYING(30),
      registrar_identifier NUMBER,
      Registrar_contact_name VARYING(30),
   );
8.1.3 Submission (of Administered item) Type

**Purpose**
Definition of the User Defined Type “Submission” is as shown below.

**Definition**

```sql
CREATE TYPE DE_Submission
As (  
    Organization_name VARYING(30),  
    Organization_mail_address VARYING(30),  
    Submission_contact_name VARYING(30),  
    Submission_contact_information VARYING(240),  
    Submission_contact_title VARYING(50),
);
```

8.1.4 Stewardship (of Administered item) Type

**Purpose**
Definition of the User Defined Type “Stewardship” is as shown below.

**Definition**

```sql
CREATE TYPE DE_Stewardship
As (  
    Organization_name VARYING(30),  
    Organization_mail_address VARYING(30),  
    Stewardship_contact_name VARYING(30),  
    Stewardship_contact_information VARYING(240),  
    Stewardship_contact_title VARYING(50),
);
```

8.1.5 Context (for Administered item) Type

**Purpose**
Definition of the User Defined Type “Context” is as shown below.

**Definition**

```sql
CREATE TYPE DE_Context
As (  
    Context_administration_record VARYING(240),  
    Context_description VARYING(240),  
    Context_description_language_identifier NUMBER,  
    Context_language_identifier NUMBER,  
    Context_country_identifier NUMBER,  
    Context_terminological_entry_language_section_language_identifier NUMBER,  
    Context_terminological_entry_language_section_country_identifier NUMBER,  
    Context_terminological_entry_language_section_designation_name VARYING(30),  
    Context_terminological_entry_language_section_designation_preferred designation VARYING(240),  
    Context_terminological_entry_language_section_designation_term_definition_pairing VARYING(50),
);
```
8.1.6 Reference_document (for Administered item) Type

Purpose
Definition of the User Defined Type “Reference_document” is as shown below.

Definition
CREATE TYPE DE_Reference_document
As (Reference_document_identifier NUMBER, Reference_organization_name VARYING(30), Reference_organization_mail_address VARYING(30), Reference_document_language_identifier NUMBER, Reference_document_country_identifier NUMBER, Reference_document_title VARYING(50), Reference_document_type_description VARYING(2000), );

8.2 User Defined Types of Group Element

8.2.1 Conceptual_Domain Type

Purpose
Definition of the User Defined Type “Conceptual_Domain” is as shown below.

Definition
CREATE TYPE Conceptual_Domain
As (Reg_auth_identifier NUMBER, Data_identifier NUMBER, Version NUMBER, Pesponsibility_name VARYING(30), Creation_date Date, Creation_user VARYING(30), Dimensionality_identifier NUMBER, Admin_status_identifier NUMBER, Reg_status_identifier NUMBER, Origin VARYING(2000), Unresolved_issue VARYING(240), Change_description VARYING(240), Explanatory_comment VARYING(2000), )
8.2.2 Data_Element_Concept Type

Purpose
Definition of the User Defined Type “Data_Element_Concept” is as shown below.

Definition
CREATE TYPE Data_Element_Concept
As (  
  Reg_auth_identifier NUMBER,
  Data_identifier NUMBER,
  Version NUMBER,
  Responsibility_name VARYING(30),
  Creation_date DATE,
  Creation_user VARYING(30),
  Cd_reg_auth_identifier NUMBER,
  Cd_data_identifier NUMBER,
  Cd_version NUMBER,
  Oc_reg_auth_identifier NUMBER,
  Oc_data_identifier NUMBER,
  Oc_version NUMBER,
  Oc_qual_identifier NUMBER,
  Admin_status_identifier NUMBER,
  Reg_status_identifier NUMBER,
  Origin VARYING(2000),
  Unresolved_issue VARYING(240),
  Change_description VARYING(240),
  Explanatory_comment VARYING(2000),
  Effective_date DATE,
  Until_date DATE,
  Last_change_date DATE,
  Last_change_user VARYING(30),
  Administrative_note VARYING(2000),
);
8.2.4 Object_Class Type

Purpose
Definition of the User Defined Type “Object_Class” is as shown below.

Definition
CREATE TYPE Object_Class
As ( 
Reg_auth_identifier NUMBER,
Data_identifier NUMBER,
Version NUMBER,
Responsibility_name VARYING(30),
Creation_date DATE,
Creation_user VARYING(30),
Admin_status_identifier NUMBER,
Reg_status_identifier NUMBER,
Origin VARYING(2000),
Unresolved_issue VARYING(240),
Change_description VARYING(240),
Explanatory_comment VARYING(2000),
Effective_date DATE,
Until_date DATE,
Last_change_date DATE,
Last_change_user VARYING(30),
Administrative_note VARYING(2000),
);

8.2.5 Representation_Class Type

Purpose
Definition of the User Defined Type “Representation_Class” is as shown below.

Definition
CREATE TYPE Representation_Class
As ( 
Reg_auth_identifier NUMBER,
Data_identifier NUMBER,
Version NUMBER,
Responsibility_name VARYING(30),
Creation_date DATE,
Creation_user VARYING(30),
Admin_status_identifier NUMBER,
Reg_status_identifier NUMBER,
Origin VARYING(2000),
Unresolved_issue VARYING(240),
Change_description VARYING(240),
Explanatory_comment VARYING(2000),
Effective_date DATE,
Until_date DATE,
Last_change_date DATE,
Last_change_user VARYING(30),
Administrative_note VARYING(2000) ;

8.3 Searching for Data_Element Table

The Data_Element table consists of DE_Administration_Record, DE_Registration_Authority,
DE_Submission, DE_Stewardship, DE_Context, and DE_Reference_Document. Each of user defined
types has columns that are predefined by metadata attributes in ISO/IEC 11179. The second table is
shown the detailed DE_Submission of user-defined types that includes columns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DE_Administration_Record</th>
<th>DE_Registration_Authority</th>
<th>DE_Submission (of Administered item)</th>
<th>DE_Stewardship (of Administered item)</th>
<th>DE_Context (for Administered item)</th>
<th>DE_Reference_Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DE_Submission (of Administered item)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization_name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.3.1 Attribute of DE_Administration_record

**Description**

A collection of administrative information for an Administered Item

- Administered_item_identifier: an identifier for an administered item.
- Item_registration_authority_identifier: the identifier of the registration authority registering the item.
- International_code_designator: the identifier of an organization identification scheme.
- Organization_identifier: the identifier assigned to an organization within an organization identification scheme, and unique within that scheme.
- Organization_part_identifier: an identifier allocated to a particular organization part.
- OPI_source: the source for the organization part identifier.
- Data_identifier: the unique identifier for an administered item within a registration authority.
- Version: the unique version identifier of the administered item.
- Registration_status: a designation of the status in the registration life-cycle of an administered item.
- Administrative_status: a designation of the status in the administrative process of a registration authority for handing registration requests.
- Creation_date: a date an administered item was created.
- Effective_date: a date an administered item became/becomes available to registry users.
- Last_change_date: a date an administered item was last changed.
- Until_date: a date an administered item is no longer effective in the registry.
- Administrative_note: any general note about an administered item.
- Change_description: a description of what has changed in an administered item since the prior version of an administered item.
- Explanatory_comment: descriptive comments about an administered item.
- Origin: [administered item] the source (document, project, discipline or model) for the administered item.
- Unresolved_issue: any problem that remains unresolved regarding proper documentation of an administered item.

### 8.3.2 Attribute of DE_Registration_authority

**Description**
An Organization responsible for maintaining a register

- Registration_authority_identifier: an identifier assigned to a registration authority.
- International_code_designator: an identifier if an organization identification scheme.
- Organization_identifier: the identifier assigned to an organization within an organization identification scheme, and unique within that scheme.
- Organization_part_identifier: an identifier allocated to a particular organization part
- Organization_part_identifier_source
- Organization_name: a designation for the organization.
- Organization_mail_address: the physical, postal or delivery address of the organization.
- Registrar_identifier: an identifier for the registrar.
- Registrar_contact_name: a name of the contact associated with a registrar.
- Registrar_contact_information: information associated with a registrar to enable a contact to be located or communicated with.
- Registrar_contact_title: a name of the position held by the contact that associated with a registrar.
- Documentation_language_identifier: the identifier of the language used for documentation by the registration authority.
- Documentation_country_identifier: a country identifier further specifying the geopolitical area associated with the language.
- Organization_mail_address: a physical, postal or delivery address of the organization that involved in registration authority.

### 8.3.3 Attribute of DE_Submission

**Description**
The relationship of an Administered Item, a Contact, and an Organization involved in a submission of metadata

- Organization_name: a designation for the organization that involved in a submission.
- Organization_mail_address: a physical, postal or delivery address of the organization that involved in a submission.
- Submission_contact_name: a name of the contact associated with a submission.
- Submission_contact_information: information associated with a submission to enable a contact to be located or communicated with.
- Submission_contact_title: a name of the position held by the contact that associated with a submission.

### 8.3.4 Attribute of DE_Stewardship

**Description**
The relationship of an Administered Item, a Contact, and an Organization involved in a stewardship of metadata

- Organization_name: a designation for the organization that involved in a stewardship.
- Organization_mail_address: a physical, postal or delivery address of the organization that involved in a stewardship.
• Stewardship_contact_name: a name of the contact associated with a stewardship.
• Stewardship_contact_information: information associated with a stewardship to enable a contact to be located or communicated with.
• Stewardship_contact_title: a name of the position held by the contact that associated with a submission.

8.3.5 Attribute of DE_Context

Description
A universe of discourse in which a name or definition is used

• Context_administration_record: an administration record for a context.
• Context_description: the textual description of the context.
• Context_description_language_identifier: an identifier of the language used in the context description.
• Context_language_identifier: information in a terminological entry which indicates the name of a language that used in the context.
• Context_country_identifier: [language identification] a country identifier further specifying the geopolitical area associated with the language that used in the context.
• Context_terminological_entry_language_section_language_identifier: an identifier of the language used to group a set of designation and definitions.
• Context_terminological_entry_language_section_country_identifier: [language identification] a country identifier further specifying the geopolitical area associated with the language that used in the language section of context.
• Context_terminological_entry_language_section_designation_name: a name by which an administered item is designated within a specific context.
• Context_terminological_entry_language_section_designation_preferred_designation: an indicator that the name is a preferred term for an administered item within a language.
• Context_terminological_entry_language_section_definition_text: the text of the definition about language section of context.
• Context_terminological_entry_language_section_preferred_definition: an indicator that the definition text is a preferred definition for an administered item within a language.
• Context_terminological_entry_language_section_definition_source_reference: a reference to the source from which the definition is taken.
• Context_terminological_entry_language_section_definition_source_reference_reference_organization_name: a designation for the organization that involved in a reference.
• Context_terminological_entry_language_section_definition_source_reference_reference_organization_mail_address: a physical, postal or delivery address of the organization that involved in reference.
• Context_terminological_entry_language_section_definition_source_reference_reference_document_language_identifier: an identifier of the natural or special language used in the reference document.
• Context_terminological_entry_language_section_definition_source_reference_reference_document_country_identifier

8.3.6 Attribute of DE_Reference_document

Description
A document that provides pertinent details for consultation about a subject

• Reference_document_identifier: an identifier for the reference document.
• Reference_organization_name: a designation for the organization that involved in a reference.
• Reference_organization_mail_address: a physical, postal or delivery address of the organization that
involved in a reference.

- **Reference_document_language_identifier**: an identifier of the natural or special language used in the reference document.
- **Reference_document_country_identifier**: a country identifier further specifying the geopolitical area associated with the language that used in the reference document.

### 8.4 Searching for Group_Element Table

The following Group_Element table is generated by the based ISO/IEC 11179. Each of user-defined types has columns that are predefined by metadata attributes in ISO/IEC 11179. The second table is shown the detailed Conceptual_Domain of user-defined types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data_Element</th>
<th>Conceptual_Domain</th>
<th>Data_Element_concept</th>
<th>Value_Domain</th>
<th>Object_Class</th>
<th>Representation_Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptual_Domain</th>
<th>Reg_auth_identifier</th>
<th>Data_identifier</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>Last_change_user</th>
<th>Administrative_note</th>
<th>Non_enumerated_desc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8.4.1 Attribute of Conceptual_Domain

**Description**

A document that provides pertinent details for consultation about a subject

- **Reg_auth_identifier**: an identifier assigned to a registration authority
- **Data_identifier**: unique identifier for an administered item within a registration authority
- **Version**: unique version identifier of the administered item
- **Responsibility_name**:
- **Creation_date**: the date the administered Item was created
- **Creation_user**:
- **Dimensionality_identifier**:
- **Admin_status_identifier**:
- **Reg_status_identifier**:
- **Origin**: the source (document, project, discipline or model) for the administered item
- **Unresolved_issue**: any problem that remains unresolved regarding proper documentation of the administered item
- **Change_description**: the description of what has changed in the administered item since the prior version of the administered item
- **Explanatory_comment**: descriptive comments about the administered Item
- **Effective_date**: the date an administered item became/becomes available to registry users
- **Until_date**: the date an administered item is no longer effective in the registry
- **Last_change_date**: the date the administered Item was last changed
- **Last_change_user**:
- **Administrative_note**: any general note about the administered item
- **Non_enumerated_desc**:
8.4.2 Attribute of Data_Element_Concept

Description
A document that provides pertinent details for consultation about a subject

- Reg_auth_identifier: an identifier assigned to a registration authority
- Data_identifier: unique identifier for an administered item within a registration authority
- Version: unique version identifier of the administered item
- Responsibility_name:
- Creation_date: the date the administered item was created
- Creation_user:
- Cd_reg_auth_identifier:
- Cd_data_identifier:
- Cd_version:
- Oc_reg_auth_identifier:
- Oc_data_identifier:
- Oc_version:
- Oc_qual_identifier:
- Admin_status_identifier:
- Reg_status_identifier:
- Origin: [administered item] the source (document, project, discipline or model) for the administered item
- Unresolved_issue: any problem that remains unresolved regarding proper documentation of the administered item
- Change_description: the description of what has changed in the administered item since the prior version of the administered item
- Explanatory_comment: descriptive comments about the administered item
- Effective_date: the date an administered item became/becomes available to registry users
- Until_date: the date an administered item is no longer effective in the registry
- Last_change_date: the date the administered item was last changed
- Last_change_user:
- Administrative_note: any general note about the administered item

8.4.3 Attribute of Value_Domain

Description
A set of permissible values

- Reg_auth_identifier: an identifier assigned to a registration authority
- Data_identifier: unique identifier for an administered item within a registration authority
- Version: unique version identifier of the administered item
- Responsibility_name:
- Creation_date: the date the administered item was created
- Creation_user:
- Max_character_quantity:
- Min_character_quantity:
- Max_range_quantity:
- Min_range_quantity:
- Format_identifier:
- Datatype_identifier:
- Unit_of_measure_identifier:
- Cd_reg_auth_identifier:
- Cd_data_identifier:
- Cd_version:
- Admin_status_identifier:
- Reg_status_identifier: 
8.4.4 Attribute of Object_Class

Description
A set of ideas, abstractions, or things in the real world that are identified with explicit boundaries and meaning and whose properties and behavior follow the same rules

- Reg_auth_identifier: an identifier assigned to a registration authority
- Data_identifier: unique identifier for an administered item within a registration authority
- Version: unique version identifier of the administered item
- Responsibility_name:
- Creation_date: the date the administered item was created
- Creation_user:
- Admin_status_identifier:
- Reg_status_identifier:
- Origin: [administered item] the source (document, project, discipline or model) for the administered item
- Unresolved_issue: any problem that remains unresolved regarding proper documentation of the administered item
- Change_description: the description of what has changed in the administered item since the prior version of the administered item
- Explanatory_comment: descriptive comments about the administered item
- Effective_date: the date an administered item became/becomes available to registry users
- Until_date: the date an administered item is no longer effective in the registry
- Last_change_date: the date the administered item was last changed
- Last_change_user:
- Administrative_note: any general note about the administered item

8.4.5 Attribute of Representation_Class

Description
A classification of types of representations

- Reg_auth_identifier: an identifier assigned to a registration authority
- Data_identifier: unique identifier for an administered item within a registration authority
- Version: unique version identifier of the administered item
- Responsibility_name:
- Creation_date: the date the administered item was created
- Creation_user:
• Admin_status_identifier:
• Reg_status_identifier:
• Origin : [administered item] the source (document, project, discipline or model) for the administered item
• Unresolved_issue : any problem that remains unresolved regarding proper documentation of the administered item
• Change_description : the description of what has changed in the administered item since the prior version of the Administered item
• Explanatory_comment : descriptive comments about the administered item
• Effective_date : the date an administered item became/becomes available to registry users
• Until_date : the date an administered item is no longer effective in the registry
• Last_change_date : the date the administered item was last changed
• Last_change_user:
• Administrative_note : any general note about the administered item

9. Creating Tables

9.1 Creating Data Element table

Purpose
Definition of the create table of data element “Date_Element” is as shown below.

Definition
CREATE TABLE Data_Element
{  
  DE_Administration_record Administration_record ,
  DE_Registration_authority egistration_authority,
  DE_Submission Submission,
  DE_Stewardship Stewardship,
  DE_Context Context,
  DE_Reference_document Reference_document,
};

9.2 Creating Group Element table

Purpose
Definition of the create table of group element “Group_Element” is as shown below.

Definition
CREATE TABLE Group_Element
{  
  CM_Conceptual_Domain Conceptual_Domain,
  CM_Data_Eelement_Concept Data_Eelement_Concept,
  CM_Value_Domain Value_Domain,
  CM_Object_Class Object_Class,
  CM_Representation_Class Representation_Class,
};